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ABSTRACT

This is survey research related to “Causes of Students Failure in Compulsory

Mathematics in SLC Examination” on Rural Community School of Salyan district.

The objectives of this research were to find out the causes of students failure in

compulsory mathematics in SLC examination and to find out the students difficulties

in different areas of compulsory mathematics. It is survey research with qualitative as

well as descriptive in nature. This research was conducted with the sample of one

hundred twenty SLC failure students, six math teachers, six school head teacher and

twenty parents of different six community school of Salyan district. Questionnaire and

semi- structure interview schedule were the main tools for data collection. Data were

analyzing and interpreting on qualitative description. SLC failure students, math

teachers, head teachers and failure student’s parents were the main respondents of this

research.In the context of Nepal, SLC examination has been taken more important

than actually necessary. It doesn’t create a lot of anxiety among the students and

parents but,also who are associated with it. So, SLC examination becomes a prestige

issue for parents, teacher, students and school. There are various factors that make

students failure in mathematics but, this research only concerns to analyze the

students related variables as: prior- knowledge about mathematics, curiosity to learn

math, time spent to learn math, participation in classroom activities, parents related

variables as: parents occupation, educational background, opportunity provided by

parents in home, teacher related variables as: qualification, assessment and

reinforcement in classroom teaching, behavior in classroom teaching and curricular

factors.
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The major finding of this research was, the student self behavioral activity were the

main detrimental factors that makes students failure in mathematics in SLC

examination. Most of the students have not curiosity and motivation to learn math,

they do not pay proper attention and regular in class, they are psychologically afraid

of mathematics study, lack of prior knowledge about subject matter, students passive

participation in classroom activity, spend low time to learn math, incompleteness of

homework at a time, peer group influence, wattages of house hold work, large number

of students are keeping in single class, felling shyness to interact with teacher about

mathematics problems in classroom, lack of proper learning opportunity at home, lack

of proper guidance and counseling from parents, poor economic and educational

background, inability to manage essential learning materials and service at a time,

lack of proper interaction between teacher and students in teaching activity,

irregularity of teacher attendance in classroom, lack of continuous assessment system,

reinforcement and feedback in classroom teaching etc are the main responsible factors

that make students failure in mathematics.
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